
Henry Mancini’s award winning
‘Moon River’ must be one of the
best known songs of the last
century.  It has been recorded
many times and in many
different arrangements - but I
think my favourite is still the
wistful version sung by
Audrey Hepburn (left) in the
film Breakfast At Tiffany’s. 

Although a fuller instrumental
version plays as the film’s opening

titles are shown, the song’s lyrics are heard for the
first time when as Hepburn’s character ‘Holly Golightly’ sings
Moon River to the simple accompaniment of her strummed
guitar as she sits on the fire escape outside her apartment.  

STEP 1 - Select a style

If you also like this version you’ll find ‘Guitar Serenade’, a
purpose made accompaniment style from the BALLAD category,
in the specification of almost all Yamaha Clavinova and keyboard
models.  Although it’s been there since the early days it is a
lovely style that provides a perfect accompaniment for Moon
River.  If you have a Tyros5 you’ll find the two registrations you
need in the One Touch Settings (OTS) for the ‘Guitar Serenade’
style.  If not, I’ll set them out as usual here.   

STEP 2 - Set the tempo

After listening to the film soundtrack I think that the tempo
suggested in the Easy Keyboard Library arrangement (82
bpm) is closer to that of the original song than the 96bpm
default setting of the Guitar Serenade style.

STEP 3 - The Intro & 1st Verse

The film version begins with a straight-forward introductory two
bar strum of the opening chord (which is F# major in the film -
but, thankfully, C major in the EKL arrangement) and this is also
echoed in the currently popular TV advert for Galaxy chocolate
that features a CGI created version of Audrey Hepburn.  

The EKL arrangement doesn’t give an intro at all but, if you feel
you’d prefer a somewhat grander intro than the simple

strummed chords I’d suggest using INTRO 2 as this gives a
gentler lead into the basic guitar style than the more heavily
orchestrated INTRO 3.

I’ve said before that it’s a good idea to use a different sound
for the main part of the song (so that your audience can tell
when the intro ends and the song starts for real) and so, as
the intro draws to a close, I chose the MAIN B style variation
linked to OTS2 on my Tyros5.  

Here’s the registration for those who need to set it up
manually.

Registration  1: Cassotto OTS  2  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Cassotto (Accordion category) - volume 100
Right 2................. Off
Right 3................. Off
Style.....................Guitar Serenade (MAIN B) - volume 80

There isn’t much to tell you about playing the verse because
there’s no necessity to change registration or style variation.
Indeed, I’d suggest trying to keep the melody as simple as
possible but, if you can, ‘lay back’ on the timing so that the
tune doesn’t sound too rigid against the backdrop of the strict-
tempo style.  
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You can often ‘humanise’ a keyboard’s automated styles by
allowing a degree of ‘free-tempo’ in the melody.  You’ll get a
good idea of this if you take the time to listen to Audrey
Hepburn sing the track on You Tube.  

For a similar reason, take note of the commas in the song lyric
and include these mini-pauses in your performance.  Whilst an
accordionist doesn’t need to pause in order to breathe,
phrasing the melody in line with the punctuation in the lyrics
will help make the song flow far better than if you play it as a
long stream of notes.

STEP 4 - The bridge

Moon River is too good a tune to just play once through - so,
as you reach the final C chord in the Easy Keyboard Library
arrangement, play the following passage to create a ‘bridge’
into the repeat of the verse.

This effectively leads us into a different key (Eb) but, as I can’t
breach copyright by publishing the piece here in the new key,
we’ll do it the easy way and use the keyboard’s TRANSPOSE
feature...

Registration  2: Concert  Guitar OTS  3  (Tyros5)

Right 1................. Concert Guitar - volume 100
Right 2................. Off
Right 3................. Off
Style.....................Guitar Serenade (MAIN C) - volume 80
Transpose............+3 semitones

As we reach the Bb7 chord at the end of the bridge section
above call up Registration 2.  Because the transposition (+ 3
semitones) has been stored as part of the registration the key
will automatically change - although this won’t take effect until
the first note is played after the Registration 2 button is
activated.

STEP 5 - The repeat

At the end of the bridge we return to the start of the written
EKL arrangement and, although we play the notes as written,
the transpose feature makes it sound as though we’re playing
in the new key of Eb.  Clever stuff!

Registration 2 has also introduced a new melody sound - the
Concert Guitar (which I’m tempted to play an octave higher
than written).  Try it for yourself and see what you think.  Don’t
forget to use the after-touch (Tyros owners) to add extra
vibrato to the longer guitar notes by pressing down harder on
the keyboard once the note has sounded.

A String pad voice has also been added to the
accompaniment style and this fills out the backing nicely.

If you can substitute some of the chords from the diagram
below you’ll find some nice harmonies there - but the
simplicity of the basic chords still has a magic quality that is
very well suited to this arrangement.

STEP 6 - The ending

Like everything else in this arrangement a simple ending
works very well and ENDING 1 fits the bill nicely.  Because we
now have strings in the accompaniment I do actually prefer
ENDING 3 to wrap up the arrangement - but feel free to make
your own choice.  As always with music (and art in general) it
often just comes down to personal taste.  The only ending I
wouldn’t really recommend is ENDING 2 because the strings
will suddenly disappear which I think sounds a bit odd.   

As with the previous workshop I’ve recorded this arrangement
using Tyros5 and an MP3 file of this is available by email
should you wish to use it as an illustration. 

(For a copy please email glyn@yamaha-club.co.uk and put
‘Workshop: Moon River’ in the subject line.)

Chords  (optional)

If you’d like to experiment with the chords I’ve used for this
piece begin by numbering the bars in the Easy Keyboard
Library arrangement.  Start at bar 1 and number each bar -
finishing at bar 38.  Next, write these chords into the music
score at the appropriate bar numbers...

Melody voice

Melody volume

Style volume

Style Tempo

Transpose

1: CM7    /       / 2: Am7     /       / 3: FM7    /       / 4: CM7    /       /   

5: FM7    /       /  6: CM7    /       / 7: Bm7b5   /     /  8: E7b5   /     E7  

9: Am7     /       /  10: Gm7   /    C7   11: FM7    /       /  12: Bb7    /       /  

13: Am7     /       /  14: F#m7b5  B7  /   15: Em7   A7    /   16: Dm7   /   G7aug

17: CM7    /       / 18: Am7     /       /  19: FM7    /       /  20: CM7    /       / 

21: FM7    /       /  22: CM7    /       / 23: Bm7b5   /     /   24: E7b5   /     E7  

25: Am     /       /  26: Am7/G  /       /  27: F#m7b5  /   /    28: Fm7    /       /  

29: CM7    /       / 30: FM7    /       / 31: CM7    /       / 32: F7     /       /   

33: Em7    /       /   34: Am7     /       /  35: Dm7    /       /   36: G13   /       /  

Back to start 
+3 transpose

37: C      /       / 38: C      /       / Replace bars 37-38 with ‘Bridge’ section 1st
time through.  

Press ENDING at bar 37 on the repeat. 
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NEWNEW
for Tfor Tyros4 & Tyros4 & Tyros5yros5

Easy Keyboard Library
Music Finder files 

‘Number 1 Hits’, 
‘Great Songwriters’ and
‘Showtunes - Vol.1’

Music Finder files now
available to download.
Download price:  £2.50 per set
from: www.yamaha-club.net/shop
Select the ‘Music Finder’ category in the
side column.

Or buy them on a USB Key...
Buy a USB Key stick for £6.50, then add as
many Music Finder sets as you’d like for
£2.50 per set - and have them delivered by
post ready to load into your Tyros4/Tyros5.

NEW!  Number  1  Hits  includes: A Whiter Shade Of Pale, All I
Have To Do Is Dream, Amazing Grace, Annie's Song, Bright
Eyes, Congratulations, Eternal Flame, Freedom, Great Balls
Of Fire, It’s All In The Game, La Bamba, Living Doll,
Matchstalk Men And Matchstalk Cats And Dogs, Moon River,
Only Sixteen, Sealed With A Kiss, Seasons In The Sun, Stand
By Me, Summer Holiday, Walk Me Up Before You Go Go,
What A Wonderful World, When I Need You, Without You

NEW!  Great  Songwriters  includes: Bewitched, But Not For
Me, Come Fly With Me, Edelweiss, Ev'ry Time We Say
Goodbye, I Only Have Eyes For You, I Whistle A Happy Tune,
Keep The Home Fires Burning, Let's Do It (Let's Fall In Love),
Love And Marriage, On The Street Where You Live,
September Song, Shall We Dance?, Some Enchanted
Evening, Someone To Watch Over Me, They Can't Take That
Away From Me, This Can't Be Love, Time After Time, We'll
Gather Lilacs, Where Or When, You Do Something To Me,
You'll Never Know, Younger Than Springtime

NEW!  Showtunes  includes: All Of You, Anything Goes,
Embraceable You, Forty-second Street, I Am What I Am, I
Could Have Danced All Night, I Get A Kick Out Of You, I Got
Rhythm, I Love Paris, I Remember It Well, If I Ruled The
World, It Might As Well Be Spring (State Fair), It's De-lovely,
Let's Call The Whole Thing Off, Lullaby Of Broadway, My
Funny Valentine, Summer Nights, The Sun Has Got His Hat
On, Tomorrow, True Love, Wand'rin Star, Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire, You'll Never Walk Alone

music finder software


